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1-3/24 Thorpe Street, Newport, Vic 3015

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: Townhouse
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BRAND NEW - FROM $1,080,000

Nestled in the heart of Newport, these brand new townhouses present an unparalleled opportunity for those seeking

contemporary living with an emphasis on style, functionality, and thoughtful design. Be the first to revel in the splendor of

this newly constructed townhouse, where attention to detail and cutting-edge design converge to create an exceptional

living space, offering a pristine canvas for you to make your mark without the hassle of renovations or updates.All 3 units

consist of:- 4 Luxurious Bedrooms: Each bedroom is a haven of comfort with built-in wardrobes (except unit 1

downstairs), providing ample storage space while maintaining the sleek and modern aesthetic of the rooms.The main

bedroom takes luxury a step further with a spacious walk-in robe, ensuring ample storage and a touch of opulence.-

Private Retreat Upstairs (units 2 & 3): Ascend to the upper level and discover your private retreat. Perfect for unwinding

or entertaining, this retreat space offers versatility and privacy, making it an ideal extension of your living experience.-

Luxurious His and Hers in the Bathroom: The master bathroom exudes luxury with a "his and hers" setup, providing

convenience and a touch of sophistication to your daily routine. Elegant fixtures and thoughtful design ensure a spa-like

experience within the comfort of your home.- Spacious Open Living Area: The open living area is a versatile space that

seamlessly combines functionality with an abundance of natural light, creating an inviting atmosphere for relaxation or

entertaining guests.- Elegance Underfoot: Floorboards Throughout: Step into a home adorned with premium floorboards,

adding a touch of elegance to each room. Aesthetically pleasing and easy to clean and maintain, these floorboards are as

practical as they are beautiful. Elevating the overall ambiance.- Airy High Ceilings: Bask in the sense of openness and

sophistication provided by the high ceilings that adorn the living spaces, creating an atmosphere of unrestricted comfort

and grandeur.The high ceilings throughout the residence not only enhance the overall sense of space but also contribute

to a feeling of airiness, creating an environment of luxury and comfort.- Gourmet Kitchen with Stone Benchtop: The

kitchen, a culinary masterpiece, boasts a stone benchtop that seamlessly merges style with functionality. Whether you're

a seasoned chef or an aspiring home cook, this kitchen is designed to inspire. Designed for culinary enthusiasts and those

who appreciate a well-appointed kitchen.- Lock up garage withe remote controlled doors: Unit 2 comprises of a double

garage  whilst units 1 & 2 comprise of a single garage. All with extra off-street parking- Energy-efficient Double Glazed

Windows: Embrace energy efficiency and sound insulation with double glazed windows, ensuring a comfortable living

environment while minimizing energy costs.- Keyless entry, refridgerated cooling and ducted heating throughout,

landscaped gardens, electrical blinds, electrical mirrors and high end appliances throughout compliment the sheer quality

and comfort.- Positioned with a coveted street frontage, this townhouse ensures both convenience and accessibility.

Enjoy the ease of entry and exit, making everyday living a breeze. Purposely built in a location  close to a variety of

prestigious schools, parks, shops, public transport and other important amenities.For more information, please contact

Tassie El-Hassan on 0425847731 or Karl El-Hassan on 0401191613


